December GSC General Body Meeting Notes 6th December 2022

Topic 1. GRAD Coalition
Members voted to approve the GSC joining the GRAD Coalition. The GRAD Coalition is a group of graduate student governments linked with a caucus in the House of Representatives, working together to advocate for federal policy. Information about the GRAD Coalition can be found at https://grad-caucus.github.io/

Topic 2. Changing language on website regarding SOJ
Members voted to approve changing the language on the GSC website to be unsupportive of SOJ as graduate student housing given the rampant issues with maintenance, management, and lack of meaningful support from Dartmouth itself.

Topic 3. Statement on SOJ
Members voted to approve publishing the GSC’s statement on SOJ.

Topic 4. Election of New Finance Chair
Following Peter’s resignation, members voted to approve hosting an election for a new Finance Chair electronically.

Topic 5. Fiscal Year Budget Amendment
Members approved the amended budget.

Topic 5. Members of the Month
Congratulations to Evan Cline and Pepper Pennington!